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HQJ SHOUlD O'JI: GO ABOUT DEVELOPllJ'.:J THE FlliLD OF QUA r:'ITrlE BIOLCGY :::1 Eu1WPE? 

Leo Szilard 
The Universi y of Chicago 

1. ) America is 1-1ay '1heac1 of Europe in rr.odern biology particularly in 

molecular biology, 
(;1/.J -~ c:tc-..:; 

in the number of people moving into this field 

in the fa cilities that are madt available to them, and the gap that exists 

in this regard is not narrOWLTlg but -vridening at present . 

The development of rrodern biology begar to proceed in Ameri ca on a 

fairly~~ after the second Horld 1-Jar, less than 20 years ago~ 
~/~~~~.-/ ~A_.; 

.f nunbe r 01 youngphy"SiCiSt s:PY"SiCal chemi~t ~~a Jlledical doctors made 

1.11-r. ,. 
4P +:be post-•·TAE: :z-ori ?"major contributions ~this field . }ost of these~~ 

men discovered ·rhat molecula r biology was about by attending SUJnJ"er ela: ~. e ~ ~ 

during ~~;~ations and frequently they acquired the specia techniques 

which they neede~gh such Summer~ • Of those wl,o spent several 

of their vacations~such Sumrr.er ~quite a nunbcr decided that 

biology was not for them and they retur ned to physics , physical chemistr;r, 

chemistry or medicine - depending on the fie l d l ~h:;.elx ishe;r- had st=udied: ~ in 

~· 
which they ~egree. A minority of those who attended such s~~er classes 

decided that they l iked biology enough to invest a feu rear s in ~g biolor;ical 

experiments and in trying to discover wl ether they uere good enougn at it to 

pursue an academic career in this fie l d . 

Even those vJho made the gr ade did not at first find it easy to obtain a 
~ 

staff positi on at one of the universities_/ ~e seni or memters of most 

departments of zooloey or botany wer e not eager to open the doors of their 

departt'tents to tr"em .,41}tl_fome of tr ef/ younge men Hl o ,happened to be 

phlfsicists o tained staff positions at s~versi~e department of 
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physics, where they taught 
~~ ~~~ 

physics, ~earch work(lli" """:odern 

riolog-.r, so to speak under the ~0their physicist colleagues who 

recognised that modern biology~promising field .{;:;.esearch. 

After conspicuous success~eved in the field of molecular 
~(~ 

biola y ~take very long until the situation c· anged. The cksu · c~ 

H::::t~;~:;..e.:&$ wr.o controlled appointments in departments of zooJ.o.;:r and 1--otany 

of the leadine universities gave in, and they opened t!le doors of t:beir 

departments to molecular biologists. Hany departments of 1 ,~ d'~·· 

changed their name to microbiology and created new positi ns for ~ie~d iole0i oto . ~ 
# v 

A number of leading institutes of technolovy w~~ch :b~d n.o departments of 

biology up until then, create~ment ~~ #/ftflher such 

institutes •·1hich had a department of biology expanded t)1is department ~j ~C q:__ 

~ /t-...-.- r'}'-1.--~~~/k-\~~ 
tried to fill the newly created positions with molecular biologists. J.tts b0:r 

/;z /~60 
fu1 y~ ~ there were more positions available for molecular biologists 

in the US than there v<ere good r1.en to fill these positions. Jfi?!;never there /_/. 
k.vo ~/'-'l/0 

is a major break-through in a branch of science such as there ±D- reas on;::::l>a::he 

~olecular biology, it doe~ot take mucO originality for a man to obtain 

~ ~. 
publishable and frequently( interesting to H98el re ;,ec.rah . \<Jhenever this happens, 

a large number of men moves into tl.~ even the least gifted among them 

~ attain a certain measure of sue~ a~t is frequently quite difficult to 

tell ifho of them :t-5 ~1;;! ~ oeienoo t~~ed to 

pursue an academic career. .~ 

1ft th~o~:~f!l:CYiee: t hc :Fe a:re a~ber of ;:roung men 

~moved into the field of molecular biolo,;~i: • ~~~;;¢::;::v::T;?C-:.?;::;~;::;::-;~ 
that even those ifho irl'i+ make the grade >·lould find it d~success u 

pursue an academic career, ·vrere it not for the fact thai(fhe rr.edical schools 

in America have adopted a ~ightened attitude tmards the promotion of 

the development of modern biology. In increasing nurebers the medical schools 

in America are t a king the position that, in choosing a head for their ---
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department of anat amy, 
'Y pharnacolo6-y, bacteriology and 

biochemistry, one ought to disregard the field of specialization of a 

candidate . It is argued that an:rone •v-ith a general !mav-ledge of biology 

can assume the responsibility for the teaching of anv~ one of these subjects 

and that the school ~efore ~ fi~l any of these positions 

independently of the field of specialization of the candid~te . Hhat holds 

for the Lead of :~~rtment, holds also for both senior and jun-ior 

positions~ f' the department" a::r,.d it n.e;y be see~ this 
~(__~ 

basis )the number of positions in e J.ca sc oo s · open to those 1..rho 

~ the grade in any field of modern '>Colo~;;t~~~~ 
~ in the years to come . 

2. ) In America, as well as in Europe, of the students who graduate in physics, 

pnysical chemistry, chemistry or in medicine, a substantial number may try 

their hands in basic research in these fields; but, of those who do, in the 

end only about 1 in 20, or perhaps 1 in 10, make the grade and so:i 1 z b& 

pursue an academic career thereafter. The remainder who do not make the 

grade take a technical or an administrative job in industry or government or, 

if they have a medical degree, they may take up the practice of medicine . 

This is just as it should be for no-one can predict who of those uho feel 

attracted to basic research and are inclined to try their hand at it, will 
6 

in fact make good. If those who not make good did not have an opportunity 

to earn a satisfactorJr living outside of an academic career, they would either 

be forced to earn a living in sane field >-vhich they did not study, or else 

they would clutter up the universities, perhaps working at a la-v pay as 

teclmicians - and rmsatisfactory technicians at that . ~n +~see c.· IcalL~taRceer, 

'3tJ.re ~· :.-!:~ ~ =-0:1eel attracted to 

biology/ to c:et a degree in physics, pb:rsical ch~'listry, chemistr;.r or 

medicine so that if they try the· r hands a biology and do not 

m.alre tl1e grade, the~' r1ay be able to earn a satisfactory LYing in the field 
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in which they have obtained their de;;ree . "':1hile in the years to come ~ 

.,,LJ't ~.Y.xpansian of industrU~ans for Oiolo,;is~-~-~, 
-li>elj tira-t this expansion ~ep ace with the rapiaj; incrca~ e..__ 

ltJ,LII ~ ~J IP{ lk..nwn':>erJ' of those wh9f attracted by modern biolog;y are going~ to try 

their hands at -#e. ~'c.-~ ~ ~~,.-





Page 4 cont . 

The development of modern biology went i.'1 America t rough t "hrte stages. 

At first , +.he youn PJen ur o moved into t: . .:.s field, and who <ere offered staff 

positions at one university or another , were adly dispersed vorki..TJ.0 i.n 

geographic isola+ion from each other. Later on, there developed a few 

rat.ber highly specialised centres 1-1here a number of young bio or;ists were 

able to find emplo;yment and 1-;rork in daily contact - itl1 eacl. other and, s ill 

later , there developed research centres uhich Here attractive to those -vrho 

uere interested in the basic problems of biolo.;y and >v1rich are lart;e enough 

to reach the critical size at uhic.b it ' ecomes possible for a mem· ·Cr of the 

staff to free himself from any one speci.alit, • and to chan:;e i.s speciality 

as some roblems ;;et solved arrlother problems come to the fore . Even 

today, the number of those centres which are large enough to be broad- minded 

and o give young scien ists both the independence Hhich they need and thb 

freedom from social pressures which confine them to one or another o: the 

specialities, is quite limited. 

4. ) In the light of the cause of the development of modern biology in 

America, T n~v propose to examine the problem which faces Europe . 

There are two aspects of the problem in 1vhich Europe differs from America. 

It will e even more difficult in Zurope than in America for a young biolo0 ist 

to find a position where he will enjOJ" tl·e independence which will be of~ered 

to iriJ. at a number of major research centres in the US . It Hill take in 

Europe 25 years, if not ~ore, before the medical sc~ools adop a similar 

attitude tO\-rards modern b · olo -y t'b.at man~ medica sd .. ools have adopted, or 

are in the process of adoptin~, in .~erica and therefore the volume of modern 

biology cannot expand in the next 25 :rears to the same extent that it is 

g oin6 to expand in A.Yflerica . Nor 1vill there arise in Eur ope in the foreseeable 

future wi hin any one nation, the (ind of major research centres wl1erP .·oung 

men movine into t is field can find the congenial atmosnLere that would enable 
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hem to :bave the i.11de~ dence which hey need in order to tr;r t~cir ilings 

and, vrit~ luck, to estab is 1 tl'emselves in the fje C:: and Hhere some ad-.ranced 

research ~-ror ers are not subjected to t 1e Kind of social pres""·cll'es -vrh · ch Ji'.ake 

it d..:.fficult for hen to leave a field in V:nic. t e:- are becOJ.J.ng unproductive 

in order to attack problems that ma:r prove to be refracto:rJ for a nUJrl.,tr of 

years but of.,er reasonable chance of grcate ultirrJa.tc rewards . 
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Memorandum on the development of modern (quantitative) biology in Europe 

biology, particularly mollecular biology , has had 

conspicuous years there is a great interest in 
the 

developing governments 

for on a national level and it is comparatively 

easy to obtain funds for the development of this field in a number of 

nations in Europe . The development of modern biology in Europe faces , 

however , just because of this strong new interest , a number of dangerous 
I l' 

pitfalls . There is a temptation to encourage students to get their 

do not make the grade il'l ae&ioEien i: l!ihPd r r::h . It is a foregone conclusion, 
~ 

however , that very soon the supply of graduates in modern biology ~ 

greatly exceed th i-t-i:-e--e19"1-%~·Y ;hat even though 

a number of professorships at universities for modern biology may be 

created at various European universities , these would be a best , suf~icient 

to accommodage those who make the grade in academic research . 
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This situation is very different from the one which prevails in physicis , 

physical chemistry, chemistry, or medicine . Of the students who graduate 

in this field , an increasing percentage will try its hand in basic reaearch . 

Perhaps one in ten of those x who do might make the grade and pursue 

thereafter an academic career . The remaining nine out of ten take an 

industrial or administrative job or if they are MDs take up medical practice . 

This is as it should be for ~ no-one can predict who, amant those who 

feel attracted by basic research, will make the grade and if those who 

do not did not have an opportunity to earn a living outside of an academic 

career , they would either be forced out of the profession or they would 

clutter up the scientific laboratories , working some low grade job , 

perhaps as technicians - and very unsatis~actory technicians , at that . 

What , in my opinion , needs to be done in Europe¢ is to encourage 

students X® who are attracted by modern biology to get a degree in 

physics , physical chemistry , chemistry or medicine and after they have their 

degree , to try their hands at basic research in modern biology . 

If they make the grade and if they have an opportunity to do so , they could 

then pursue an academic career in this field , otherwise they could earn a living 

in the field for which they are qualified by their dggree . If this philosophy 

is adopted, then it is obvious that a successful development of modern 

biology in Europe would require action along two different lines : 
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(a) It would be necessary to provide for summer courses both in 

specialized tehhniques of modern biology and in such more general fields 

as biochemistry , which would afford an opportunity to studentsboth 

to learn these techniques and to find out what modern biology is about during 

their summer vacations . Such summer courses could be held, for instance 

in France , Germany , England or Italy and could be mainly aimed at 

students of the country whete the laboratory giving the course is located 

or one could aim at setting up at an international laboratory located in 

Europe , summer courses which are open to students ofa ll the nations~ 

Europe , or even better , to students from all nations . Assuming that 

the volume of quantitative biology in Europe might in the years to come , 

equal the volume of this field in the United States - and it would be 

unreasonable to believe that it would be greater , one international 

laboratory giving such summer cous ses could easily serve the needs of 

the whole of Europe . Just as one summer course in each of the special 

fields of quantitative biology has proved to be sufficient for the US 

In as much as one summer course given inech specialized field of modern 
it 

biology has proved to be sufficient for the needs of the US , ~ seems 

reasonable to assume that one single international laboratory which assumes 
the 

the responsibility of holding/summer courses which are required , would be 

sufficient for the needs of the whole of Europe . 
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In particular the international laboratory of Genetics and Biophysics 

at Naples , ~. if it assumed this responsibility and if it were 

adequately financed , could well provide all the summer courses that 

Europe would need . If one of 10 or 20 students who spent several of 

his summer vacations attending these summer courses were ultimately 

pursuing an academic career in the field of basic biology ~ this 

could be regarded as a healthy development . If there were a 

mushrooming of summer courses all over Europe with a result that only 

one in 100 or one in 1000 of the students who spent their vacations 

attendi ng these summer courses would find the opportunity to pursue 

an academic career in basic biology, this would have to be considered as a 

rather unhappy state of affairs . 

(b) Having created adequate summer courses it will be also necessary to 

create one international laboratory in Europe where the most ~ifted students 

could spend 5 or 6 years after having graduated in physics , physical 

chemistry, chemistry or medicine or some other related subject , in post 

graduate r esearch work , and where they could discover whether x~eirx they 

are suited to an academic career in basic biology and whether some of 

them could, with luck , establish themselves in the field of modern biology , 

to the point where they may receive an offer from some university or a 

position where they could continue their work with a the required degree 

of independence . In the absence of such a European laboratory it would 

be very difficult for those who want to engage in post- graduate research in 

the field of modern biology to find a place in any of the national 
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laboratories where they would have the independence that they would 

need to try out their wings and with luch to establish themselves as an 

authority in some field of specialization . It is xa much easier for 

a post-graduate student to find an academic position in America .~ 

As an assistant professor, a position that he can hold 

for 6 years in the independence that he would need to be able to try 

his wings . Even in America laboratories outside of universities such as 

the National Institutes of Health 

In America laboratories which are not embedded in the setting of a univer$ity 

such as the NIH are able to provide more freedom for young graduates 

than are universities . This is illustrated by the success of such young 

men working at the NIH as Dr Niernberg who would have found it rather 

difficult to have the independence which he enjoyed at the NIH when he made 

his contribution to the coding problem and iN aRM any of the universitites 

which would have been willing to give him comparative facilities . 

It would perhaps be possible ±Nat with the help of the 

the National Research Council in England , the Centre de la Recherche Scientifique 

in France, to create scattered throughout Germany , France , England , units 

at which young graduates could pursue their research in basic biology with 

sufficient independence . The trouble with such scatte red small units is , 

however , that they are of necessity rather small and that they thus remain 
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well below what may be called the critical size . Young men who join 

them would feel isolated . They could not have an exchange of views on 
with 

a daily informal basis ±NaX other people ~ who are interested 

in the same problems as they are, and such an exchange of views on a 

daily basis is particulatiY important for young epople who have not as 

yet found their bearings and who have not as yet established themselves 

as authorities in any special field . This problem of the critical 

size of the unit , which is more important for the younger people than 

for those who have established themselves already w could ~ 

be best solved by setting up an international laboratory in some suitable 

place in E~rope . In order to have the critical size, the institute 

would have to have about 50 000 sq . ft . of laboratory space and a budget 

of between one and a half million and two million dollars a year . The 

initial expense of setting up such a laboratory is estimated at between 

four and five million dollars . 
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